The secondary safety device from GGR Group provides extra safety when lifting loads with our range of popular glass vacuum lifters.

The hardwearing polyester straps have been designed to be placed around the load and are attached to the crane hook for enhanced safety when lifting glass. These straps are quick and easy to fit and remove when required.

Particularly useful for vacuum lifter operators, fixers and other onsite personnel, the SSD offers increased safety when lifting glass, should a loss of vacuum ever occur. This device will allow the load to be safely lowered to the ground.

Please Note: This is NOT a lifting device.

Key Features
- Side straps stop the SSD sliding inwards
- Supplied with polyester sleeves and hard nylon edge protectors to protect straps from abrasive edges
- Durable storage bag can be stowed on the hook for security

Reference Code
8m Strap Length - SSD01 OCB
11m Strap Length - SSD02 OCB